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Screwdrivers

ANTI
ROLL-OFF

Anti-Rolloff

LASERTIP

The hexagonal nonroll feature prevents
any rolling away at
the workplace.

Laser Tip

KRAFTFORM
ERGONOMICS

Laser treatment creates a microrough
surface on the tip of the blade. The
drive end literally bites into the head of
the screw. The advantages: less slipping, fewer scratches, higher torque
transfer and less screwdriving effort.

HEX-PLUS

Handle Markings
Handle markings include a screw
symbol and the size of the tip to
help you find the right screwdriver
in your tool bag or at the workplace.

EXTRA
DURABLE

Kraftform Ergonomics
The Kraftform handle has been
designed to fit snugly in your hand,
making blisters and calluses a thing
of the past even after long-term
use. The hard materials used for the
handle promote fast grip adjustments
and prevent the skin from sticking to
the handle. The softer, anti-slip zones
facilitate zero-loss transfer of high
forces. This is an unbeatable combination! Work is done with a flick of
the wrist!

Hex Plus Profile
The problem with hexagon socket screws
is the easily “rounded” screw recess. This
is caused by the sharp edges of the tool
pressing against the inside of the screw
profile. Gradual wear eventually grinds
and destroys the head of the screw.
Wera’s Hex-Plus tools provide more
contact surface inside the screw profile,
which reduces the notching effect and
ultimately the deformation of the screw.
Hex-Plus tools can also transfer up to
20% more TORQUE.

Extra Durable (Black Point)
The Wera Black Point tip and a refined
hardening process guarantee a long
service life and increased corrosion
protection.
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LIMITED

Screwdrivers
Miniature Screwdrivers
The hand support on the easy-turning cap
and the fast-turning zone below the cap
accelerate the screw driving process. This
makes time-consuming grip adjustments,
which are required with conventional
precision screwdrivers, unnecessary.

ANTI
ROLL-OFF

EXTRA
DURABLE

Miniature Screwdrivers
Part Number

Description

miniature screwdriver set. 6 pieces. Wall mount rack included.
TW-SD-SET-3 Wera
Manufacturer part number 118150.

TW-SD-MSL-1
TW-SD-MSL-2
TW-SD-MSL-3
TW-SD-MPH-1

FAST SPINNING
ZONE

LIFETIME

Wera miniature flat (slotted) screwdriver, 0.4 mm (0.016 inch) thick x
2mm (0.08 inch) wide x 60mm (2.36 inch) long blade. Manufacturer part
number 118006.
Wera miniature flat (slotted) screwdriver, 0.4mm (0.016 inch) thick x
2.5 mm (0.10 inch) wide x 80mm (3.15 inch) long blade. Manufacturer
part number 118008.
Wera miniature flat (slotted) screwdriver, 0.5 mm (0.02 inch) thick x
3 mm (0.12 inch) wide x 80mm (3.15 inch) long blade. Manufacturer part
number 118010.
Wera miniature Phillips screwdriver, #0 x 60mm (2.36 inch) long blade.
Manufacturer part number 118022

Price
Each
$24.50
$3.00
$3.00
$3.25
$3.25

PRECISION
ZONE

POWER
ZONE

FREE SPIN
CAP

Free spin cap and
spinning zone
The fast-turning zone just below the
rotating cap allows rapid twisting.

Power zone

Precision zone

The power zone has integrated soft
zones near the blade tip to ensure high
torque transfer for loosening or tightening screws without losing contact
with the screw.

The precision zone directly above the
blade gives the user a better feel for
the right rotation angle during fine
adjustment work.

TW-SD-MSL-1

TW-SD-SET-3

TW-SD-SET-3 Contents
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Phillips

PH00, PH0

Slotted

1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 mm

TW-SD-MPH-1

1-800-633-0405

